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What is billmonitor.com?

billmonitor.com is the Ofcom-approved mobile price-comparison site based on analysis of customers'
actual bills. Employing statistical methods, billmonitor.com analyses post-pay customers’ online bills
to find out exactly how they use their phone, then analyses all the contract deals in the market before
matching them to exactly the right contract so they pay no more than they should.
NEW! billmonitor’s Bill Check-up is a new service that tells you how to save throughout your contract
lifetime and alerts you when you’re free to switch to a new contract.

billmonitor.com was founded by mathematicians in Oxford, who saw an opportunity to put maths to
use in solving complex consumer-choice problems such as choosing mobile contracts.
billmonitor.com is an independent and impartial service that helps mobile phone users save money
not only via its unique bill analysis but also through the UK’s first Ofcom-accredited mobile
comparison calculator.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Why 26 million people in the
UK need a Tariff Diet

The “wrong contract” problem
Evaluating customers’ actual mobile phone usage, as detailed in
their bills, against contracts in the market, billmonitor.com
calculations show that 74% of UK mobile subscribers are currently
wasting on average £171 per year on the wrong contract.
Compared to the average UK yearly bill of £422 per year, this is
equivalent to a 40% overspend.
In this analysis, the “wrong contract” is defined as any contract
where the customer pays more than they should (including the price
paid for minutes & data tariff allowances as well as bundles) – in
other words: their usage patterns can be matched to a better tariff
and customers can make a saving. In addition, matching customers
to the right contract fully accounted for their stated preferences for
handset and network when looking for a new contract.i This report
is based on statistical analysis of 69,831 anonymised bills from
customers with mobile contracts (see “Methodology”).
In total, the UK now wastes £5.98 billion each year, accumulated over 47 million mobile subscribers – this is
£1.1 billion more than billmonitor.com reported in its 2011 National Mobile Report.

Are you among the 74% on the wrong contract?
To see if you need a Tariff Diet sign up now to the free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com. This will tell
you if you’re under– or overusing your contract, and exactly which new tariff is right for you.

The “Tariff Diet” solution for the UK’s biggest mobile problem
Three quarters (76%) of customers on the wrong contract need a Tariff Diet; these 26 million users are on a
tariff that’s too large for them, using only one third or less of their monthly calling or data allowance.
Excessively large contracts continue to be the UK’s biggest problem for mobile users.
Just three Diets save the UK £4.32 billion – the Minutes Tariff Diet, the Data Tariff Diet, and the Minutes & Data
Tariff Diet. On the individual level, Tariff Dieters can save an average £164 per year. This report examines each
Tariff Diet and how different kinds of mobile users need different Diets.
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74% of UK mobile subscribers
are on the wrong contract

£5.98 billion wasted per year

Overusing
minutes

£4.32bn
wasted

£0.99bn
wasted

Data

£0.66bn
wasted

3.6 million users need
to fatten up their tariff

26 million users need
a Tariff Diet
Mins

overusing data
New smartphone

4.9 million users need
to optimise

Mins
&
Data

Just three Tariff Diets solve the UK’s
biggest mobile problem

Minutes
Tariff Diet

£1.09bn
Who needs it: 6.2 million - mostly
Saves the UK:

Data
Tariff Diet

£1.14bn
Who needs it: 8.3 million - mostly
Saves the UK:

* Big Data Users

* Big Talkers

* Power Users

* Average Users

Who it’s not for: Big Talkers

Who it’s not for: Big Data Users
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Minutes & Data
Tariff Diet

£2.09bn
Who needs it: 11.7 million - mostly
Saves the UK:

* Big Texters
* Geeks
* Average Users
Who it’s not for: Big Talkers, Big

Data Users, Power Users
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What is a Tariff Diet and why do so many mobile users need to slim
down their tariff?
In this analysis, a mobile customer is in need of a Tariff Diet if they are using less than one third of their monthly
calling or data allowance. Last year, billmonitor.com reported that excessively large calling allowances were the
UK’s biggest problem for mobile users. In the last 18 months, the rapid uptake of smartphones has added
another confusing choice for customers – choosing a data allowance.
As billmonitor.com detailed in its smartphone data usage

“The rapid uptake of smartphones

reportii, while the use of mobile data is accelerating, the
majority of customers overestimate their requirements and

has meant customers now need to

choose data allowances far bigger than they need.

choose not only a calling allowance

Coupled with the ongoing problem of users choosing a

but also a data allowance.

larger calling allowance than they need, the problem of
customers choosing excessively large tariffs has been

Overestimating their needs,

exacerbated since last year. A remarkable 56% of UK

26 million are wasting an average

mobile subscribers (76% of those on the wrong contract)
now have a significantly larger tariff than they need.

£164 a year on allowances three
times too large for them.”

People who need a Tariff Diet can save an average £164
per year. They will achieve the majority of their savings by
switching to the right new contract – a smaller tariff matching their usage patterns (as well as their stated
i

preferences for handset and network ). Users who are still in the middle of their contract can achieve a degree of
the savings calculated by downgrading their tariff allowances to the closest appropriate level of free minutes
and/or data as suggested by their Tariff Diet, subject to any network restrictions.

Do you need a Tariff Diet?
Sign up now to the free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com. This will tell you if you’re under– or overusing
your contract, and exactly which new tariff is right for you.

The next chapter examines each Tariff Diet and discusses the profiles of mobile users who benefit. For example
why Big Surfers – users who surf plenty but make only few calls – need to slim down their unused calling
allowance, while Big Talkers can save by slimming down their unused data allowance. You’ll also find out why
Mobile Addicts are such a fascinating group of power users, split into Mobile Addicts who need a Tariff Diet and
also Mobile Addicts who need to fatten up their contract, an apparent paradox explained in Chapter 3.
Note the Tariff Diets do not address text allowances. Although the majority of UK users use less than one third of
iii

their free texts, most contracts now include unlimited texts so that a Texts Tariff Diet is not practical.

www.billmonitor.com
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Chapter 2

The three Tariff Diets that can save the
UK £4.32 billion

Part A: Who needs a Tariff Diet?

The 12 different kinds of UK mobile user s, how each person behaves
and where each one wastes
If you have a mobile phone, you’ll probably recognise yourself among the 12 profiles of UK mobile phone users
below. Analysing bills from thousands of mobile phone users every year and helping them find the right contract,
billmonitor.com has built up a picture of the types of mobile phone user based on patterns of phone usage. Each
profile is different, but they can all save following the right Tariff Diet as we see in part B.

Fig 1 – The 12 profiles of UK mobile phone users

The size of each sphere indicates the number of users in that group and the position of the sphere
the level of usage of calls, data and texts. Note for instance how Mobile Addicts are spread out.
(above is a google sample)

www.billmonitor.com
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Fig 2 – The definitive UK user profiles and how they waste money
Classic

Mobile Addict

The classic mobile phone user. Mr or Ms Average,
weighing in with roughly average amounts of
calling, texting and surfing. About 13% of mobile
phone users fall into the Classic category; and if
Mr or Ms Average representing only 13% sounds
counterintuitive, blame the mathematicians (they’ll
be keen to point out that ‘average’ does not imply
a majority)!
Classic users collectively waste £744 million
each year in the UK – mostly due to excessive
allowances for calls and data.

Butterfingers

The Mobile Addict couldn’t live without their phone
– and that attitude must be increasingly common,
as more than one in five people fall into this
category. They are the biggest group of users
we’ve profiled.
Mobile Addicts have high usage in two or more
categories (calls, texts, data). In fact Mobile
Addicts waste £1.53 billion each year – they are
the group that wastes the most in the UK. They
are also the highest individual wasters and can
save £199 on average.

Traditionalist

Less than 4% of users fall into the Butterfingers
category. This rare beast is someone who just
doesn’t do texting. Maybe it’s too fiddly, or maybe
they just h8 txtspk. And yet they’re not
technophobic: their data use is about average.
Yet do users who call and surf but don’t text really
exist? Perhaps Butterfingers are in fact formerly
heavy texters who’ve now switched to using
Facebook, Twitter, iChat and the myriad instant
messaging services available.

Big Talker

This user sees their phone as just that: a device
for calling and texting as nature – well, Nokia –
intended. They’re not interested in anything but
the most tentative web browsing. This means that
if they do have a data allowance, it’s frequently
too big for them.
Roll the clock back before the iPhone and
Traditionalists would have been the majority. Yet
in 2012 they make up just under 6% of phone
users.

Big Surfer

Here’s someone who prefers to pick up the phone
and just jabber on for hours at a time. They eat
through their free minutes like nobody’s business
but text and data usage tends to be average to
low. We’re thinking - business users on
conference calls.

The Big Surfer lives on the net, with high data
usage alongside average or low calls and text
use. As we see in part B, this user should keep
their generous data allowance but consider a
Tariff Diet to slim down their unused calls
allowances.

Big Talkers represent 9% of users. They are also
among the highest wasters and can save £190 on
average.

Big Surfers make up 15% of UK users, and they’re
wasting £909 million each year.

Sweet ‘n’ Low

Big Texter
Big Texters have average or low calls and data
usage but their texts usage is high; quick with their
fingers and fluent in txtspk. They’re wasting a total
of £732 million a year and make up 12% of all UK
mobile users.

People with the Sweet ‘n’ Low profile have lowerthan-average usage of everything: calls, texts and
data. They could benefit from an all-round Tariff
Diet, slimming down their contract to include
smaller allowances for calls and data. Sweet ‘n’
Low users make up a suitably slender proportion
of users: just 3%.

www.billmonitor.com
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(Wannabe) Surfer

The Geek sees their phone as a handy device for
accessing the internet – but with the unfortunate
bug that people are able to call them on it. The
Geek has an average data profile and uses
average texts, but makes very few calls. They
represent just under 7% of UK users.

Texter

The Surfer doesn’t actually use their phone much
at all. Web browsing – the main thing they use
their phone for – is average, but calls and texts
are below average. As we see further down,
they’re often carrying an excessive data allowance
which they need to slim down along with their
unused minutes.
Talker

The Texter prefers texting as their main mode of
communication. So while they have average text
usage, they tend to underuse their calls and data
allowances like their cousins the Big Texters.

The Talker makes about as many calls as the next
person, but they’re not so keen on texting or web
browsing. Perhaps it just seems quicker to make a
call when you need to get in touch.

And You?
Which kind of mobile phone user are you? The free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com
will tell you your profile, if and where you waste and how much a Tariff Diet can save you.

Part B: The three Tariff Diets

How the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet can save the UK £2.09 billion and
help almost 12 million people
72% of mobile subscribers never exceed either their calling allowance or their data allowance, and most never
even get halfway towards reaching their allowance limits. Of these, 11.7 million users have contracts at least
three times larger than they need and they’re wasting on average £179 a year. These users represent 34% of
those on the wrong contract and need the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet – the UK’s most needed Tariff Diet.
So what kind of mobile user is prescribed this Tariff Diet? Perhaps the best way to understand how this Diet
works is to start with the kinds of users who typically do not benefit from it. The Minutes & Data Tariff Diet
prescribes that users slim down their excessive tariff allowances for both calls and data. So if you’re a person that
makes good use of either your free minutes or your data allowance, this Diet is not for you. In fact, the users who
benefit the least from the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet are Big Surfers and Big Talkers.
Although Big Surfers typically have a generous data allowance they actually need it, so they cannot save by
reducing it. Similarly, Big Talkers typically need their free minutes. This point explains an apparent paradox
which is more widely true of all the Tariff Diets: if you were expecting to see usage type twinned with Tariff Diet-

www.billmonitor.com
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type (for example Big Talkers needing the Minutes Tariff Diet), this is usually not the case, since high users in a
category usually need their respective allowance.
The people who need to follow a specific Tariff Diet are the big under-users of the allowances specified by that
Diet. Big Texters are among the most typical users who need the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet. If you’re a Big
Texter, you send lots of texts so the allowance you’re likely to need is your texts allowance. On the other hand,
such users often have calling and data allowances that both go unused, and that’s why many Big Texters – along
with their cousins the Texters – need the Minutes &
Data Tariff Diet.

“The Minutes & Data Tariff Diet is the
But this is also the right Tariff Diet for many other kinds
of user; regular callers (Classic users) commonly

most needed in the UK but also the

choose excessive calling allowances and need to slim

Diet which helps most types of user –

these down along with their unused data allowances.

the majority of us have excessive

Similarly, customers who characteristically use data (in
moderation), e.g. Geeks, or even Surfers, often choose

tariffs and unless your usage of calls

excessive data allowances and need to reduce these

or data is high, chances are you’re

along with their unused free minutes.

underusing both your calling and your

In fact the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet is the most helpful

data allowances.”

Diet for the widest range of phone user types in the UK.
Geeks waste a total of £382m each year, Surfers
£193m, Texters £156m and Sweet ‘n’ Low users £145m, most of which would be saved by the Minutes & Data
Tariff Diet. When we include most of the £732m wasted by Big Texters and of the £744m wasted by Classic
users, the savings which the UK can make by adopting the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet add up to £2.09bn a year.

How the Data Tariff Diet can save the UK £1.14 billion and help
over 8 million people
With smartphone ownership now above 50% in the UKiv, media reports have focussed on "data bill shock"
regarding users who exceed their data-allowance and incur hefty out-of-bundle charges. But billmonitor.com
analysis of customer billsii shows that very few customers are truly “bill shocked”. No more than 2% of bills in a

“Mobile data use continues to gradually

month include out-of-bundle charges for data usage of
more than £10.

rise, but most users are so afraid of
exceeding their allowance that they

The real problem facing most UK smartphone users is
that they’re so afraid of exceeding their allowance that

overcompensate with a data-allowance

they overcompensate by getting oversized

much too large for their needs, wasting

allowances. Half of all smartphone users are still

money that they could have spent on a
better iPhone or Android phone.”

using less than 154MB a month. But 88% of them
have opted for a monthly data allowance of at least
500MB, most of which goes unused.

www.billmonitor.com
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Of those who have oversized data allowances, most also have oversized calling allowances and these users
need the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet above. A further 8.3 million subscribers have the right amount of free minutes
but they still have oversized data allowances. These users need the Data Tariff Diet. They can save on average
£137 a year mainly by slimming down their data allowance, which is at least three times larger than they need.
The most common profiles of users who need the Data Tariff Diet are Big Talkers, Mobile Addicts, Classic mobile
users and Big Texters. If you’re a Big Talker or a Big Texter, you mainly use your phone for calling or texting
(respectively) so the allowance you’re likely to need is your calling allowance or texting allowance (respectively).
On the other hand, Big Talkers and Big Texters often have data allowances that go unused, and that’s why most
Big Talkers as well as many Big Texters need the Data Tariff Diet.
billmonitor.com calculations also show that even Mobile Addicts – users who use their mobiles intensively (for
surfing, texting and talking) – often choose data allowances much larger than they need and they need to slim
these down following the Data Tariff Diet. In contrast, the group that should almost never be prescribed the Data
Tariff Diet is Big Surfers, who surf plenty and generally need to keep their generous data allowances.
Data allowances are largely set independently from minutes by the networks, which means it is straightforward to
implement the Data Tariff Diet for those who need it.

Fig 3 – Which kind of smartphone user are you?
Data Dabbler: Monthly usage less than 100MB. Dipping a toe in the waters of mobile data
Data Daily: Monthly usage 100-250MB. May have had a smartphone for a while, finds it
increasingly useful but usage levels remain moderate
Data Devotee: Monthly usage over 250MB. A power user who wouldn’t want to be without their
smartphone

24%

27%

Data Daily
Data Dabblers
Data Devotees

49%

Half of all smartphone users are still using less than 154MB a month, but 88% of them have opted
for a monthly data allowance of at least 500MB, most of which goes unused.
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How the Minutes Tariff Diet can save the UK £1.09 billion and help
over 6 million people
86% of mobile subscribers never exceed their calling

“As the cost of mobile price plans

allowance. The majority of subscribers who have an
oversized calling allowance also have a data allowance

still largely depends on the calling

much too large for their needs and this majority needs the

allowance, customers need to

Minutes & Data Tariff Diet above. A further 6.2 million

choose their free minutes carefully;

subscribers make good use of their data allowances but
they still have oversized calling allowances. These users

users in this group as well as those

need the Minutes Tariff Diet. They can save on average

who need the Minutes & Data Tariff

£174 a year by slimming down their calling allowance,

Diet are wasting more on average

which is three times too large for them.

compared to those who need the
The most common profiles of users who need the Minutes
Tariff Diet are Big Surfers and Mobile Addicts. If you’re a

Data Tariff Diet.”

Big Surfer, your calling allowance often goes unused so
the Minutes Tariff Diet is for you. However even Mobile
Addicts often choose excessive calling allowances which they need to reduce.
Mobile Addicts are a fascinating group of users; they not only make up significant proportions of the Data Tariff
Dieters and the Minutes Tariff Dieters, but they also dominate the group of users who need to fatten up their tariff.
This apparent paradox is explained in Chapter 3 below.

Curious how much you can save?
Sign up now to the free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com. This will tell you if you’re under– or overusing
your contract, and exactly which new tariff is right for you.

www.billmonitor.com
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Chapter 3

Which Tariff Diet is right for you?
The 12 kinds of UK user generally need different Tariff Diets – finding
exactly the one for you depends not only on your usage profile but
also on your tariff allowances
Big Surfers mostly need the Minutes Tariff Diet
Big Talkers mostly need the Data Tariff Diet
And You? You may be a Big Surfer, a Talker or Sweet ‘n’ Low, yet the right Tariff
Diet for you actually depends on the mismatch between your usage and your tariff
The last chapter described the large trends in how UK mobile subscribers waste money – where the biggest
problem is tariff complacency for 26 million people who need the Tariff Diet. This chapter explains why finding the
right solution for each individual user means going deeper and accounting for their specific circumstances.
Recent research has shown that nearly half of users don’t know their own data allowance or how many free
minutes they’re entitled tov. However it’s unclear whether they know the scale of the problem – billmonitor.com
analysis proves that the overestimation problem exists across all tariff levels: customers on 300 minute contracts
overestimate by similar amounts proportionally as those on 1200 minutes, and the same is true for data
allowances. This persistent error points towards a deep aversion amongst a majority of users towards
unexpected costs for surfing or making calls – and why 56% of UK mobile subscribers need to follow the Tariff
Diet.
The large trends are clear, yet the right solution for each
mobile user always needs to take into consideration their

“The large trends are clear:

individual situation. Diving deeper, the picture is fascinating

Surfers, Talkers and Texters

and also more complex, and that is reflected even at the

generally need different Tariff

level of user profiles.

Diets, but the right Tariff Diet for
For example, although Big Surfers almost always have a
large data allowance they actually need it – which is why

you depends on the precise

they comprise less than 1.4% of the Data Tariff Dieters. On

mismatch between your usage

the other hand, such users often have calling allowances

and your tariff.”

that go unused and that’s why 49% of mobile users who
need the Minutes Tariff Diet are Big Surfers.

www.billmonitor.com
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However that’s not the only way Big Surfers can save money. Depending on their individual allowances, some
other Big Surfers can find savings with the Minutes & Data Tariff Diet or indeed in other ways. User profiles
capture the big trends and help us understand the problems, yet ultimately each user is unique.
billmonitor.com analysis of 69,831 bills shows this is the case for all users: you may be a Surfer, a Texter, a Big
Talker, a Geek, a Traditionalist or Sweet ‘n’ Low, yet the right Tariff Diet for you depends not on your usage
profile alone, but on the precise mismatch between your usage patterns and your individual tariff allowances.
This point is brought home when considering users who

“Are your eyes glazing over?

are Mobile Addicts. Mobile Addicts not only make up

Mobile charging has become so
complex it's very hard to work out the

significant proportions of the Data Tariff Dieters and the
Minutes Tariff Dieters, but they also top the group who
need to fatten up their contract (see Chapter 4).

right tariff and to keep up-to-date with
changes to your usage. That's where

All Mobile Addicts use their phone more than average.
However while many of them naturally exceed their

billmonitor.com comes in – showing

allowances and need a larger tariff, many more appear

you which type of user you are, and

to be so afraid of exceeding their allowance that they
overcompensate by getting a Tariff too large even for

exactly which Tariff Diet you need.”

their heavy use patterns.

Bill Check-up finds the Tariff Diet for you
Sign up now to the free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com. This will tell you if you’re under– or overusing
your contract, how to put an end to any mismatch, and exactly which new tariff is right for you.

www.billmonitor.com
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Chapter 4

Who needs the opposite of a Tariff Diet

3.6 million users whose tariff is too small are wasting £0.99 billion
mainly on out-of-allowance calls, texts and data usage , wastage that
could be reduced by fattening up their tariff
The previous chapters described how 76% of UK mobile subscribers on the wrong contract waste money by
being on a tariff that’s too large for them, and why this majority need a Tariff Diet. This chapter explains how the
remaining 24% on the wrong contract waste money and where they can save. We start by looking at ‘spenders’.
billmonitor.com defines a ‘spender’ as a mobile subscriber who exceeds their allowance and spends at least £5 a
month on out-of-bundle charges for calls, texts or data. Spenders need to fatten up their tariff with more free
minutes or megabytes of data so as to cover their excess usage. The £5 limit is used since for the same cost
customers can typically move to the next tariff level (allowing hundreds more minutes or megabytes of data).
Spenders represent a 10% minority of customers on the wrong contract (3.6 million users). However, given the
nature of their excess usage patterns, on average they waste £279 a year – considerably more than the majority
of users who need a Tariff Diet.

“Mobile Addicts make up significant

It is very interesting to observe Mobile Addicts in the
context of spenders: given their heavy use profile, you

proportions of the Data Tariff Dieters

might expect these users to invariably end up incurring

and the Minutes Tariff Dieters. At the

hefty out-of-bundle charges. Indeed Mobile addicts
make up – by far – the largest group of spenders who

same time, as spenders they also

need to fatten up their tariff (42%), and as spenders they

spend £445 million a year on out-of-

spend on average an impressive £257 a year on out-of-

bundle charges for calls, texts or

bundle charges for calls, texts or data. Collectively, they
spend a staggering £445 million a year on these out-of-

data.”

bundle charges.
However, while Mobile Addicts dominate the group of

users who are spenders, at the same time they also make up significant proportions of the Data Tariff Dieters and
the Minutes Tariff Dieters, as we saw in Chapters 2 and 3. In fact, those Mobile Addicts who need a Tariff Diet
are more than twice as many as those who need to fatten up their tariff. All Mobile Addicts use their mobiles
heavily, yet while many naturally exceed their allowance and need a larger tariff, the majority of them have
repeated the most common mistake made by UK mobile subscribers, overcompensating with a Tariff too large
even for their heavy use patterns.

www.billmonitor.com
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Fig 4 – “Hey, Big (and Small) Spenders!”: The hi ghs and lows of
mobile spending
Post-pay customers spend plenty on their mobiles – but some spend a lot more than others. Below are some
examples of the more extreme mobile spending behaviour billmonitor.com has analysed:
The lowest spenders are people with the Sweet ‘n’ Low profile; of those who need to fatten up their
tariff, just 0.4% are Sweet ‘n’ Low users. They are also the users who on average save the least,
suggesting that many of them make efficient use of the contracts – perhaps the safe way to use your
tariff well is to minimise the use of your phone after all…
On the other hand, the top group of 42% of spenders comprises Mobile Addicts; they spend a
staggering £445 million a year on out-of-bundle charges for calls, texts and data. And when we
include those Mobile Addicts who need a Tariff Diet, collectively they waste £1.53 billion each year.
Big Talkers are the second largest group of spenders (16%) and those who need to fatten up their
tariff spend an impressive £249 a year on out-of-bundle charges on average.
Whereas Sweet ‘n’ Low users manage to not spend by limiting usage, Geeks and Surfers are firmly
caught in the web of Tariff Dieters since their excessive data allowances keep them safely out of the
group of spenders; they represent just 0.7% and 0.3% of those who need a larger tariff, respectively.

A further 4.9 million users need to optimise add-ons and network
choice
For 14% of customers who have broadly the right number of minutes and megabytes of data, the principal means
for avoiding waste is by activating or purchasing bundles to cover out-of-allowance costs (several bundles are
free to customers but require opting in to activate). Moreover, many of these users need to simply maintain their
allowance levels, while moving to another service provider where they will get a better deal. Collectively, these
mobile subscribers can save £661 million.
Given how complex it is for customers to understand their usage patterns and how to match their usage to the
appropriate bundle options, it is unsurprising that many customers often do not make the optimal choice, such as
selecting a landline bundle for subscribers who make frequent calls to landline numbers (offered for free on some
networks), or an international or roaming bundle where appropriate. Conversely, a minority of customers may
have the wrong bundle that is too expensive for the amount they use that service.

Congratulations and beware for the 26% who aren’t wasting anything
The above analysis has excluded those who are not on the wrong contract to illustrate the problems faced by the
majority of customers. However, 26% of subscribers cannot pay less than they do at the moment without
applying alternative criteria. Roughly half of those are on the right contract, having negotiated a better price for
their tariff than the open market offers (such as “retention” tariffs). These customers often have allowances that
are too large or too small, similar to the rest of the mobile post-pay market but due to their preferential discount,
they pay less. billmonitor.com congratulates these customers.

Curious how much you can save?
Sign up now to the free Bill Check-up service at billmonitor.com. This will tell you if you’re under– or overusing
your contract, and exactly which new tariff is right for you.
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Methodology
The results in this report are based on statistical analysis of 69,831 anonymised bills from customers with mobile
contracts on O2, Orange, Vodafone and T-Mobile covering usage from January to April 2012 inclusive.
To determine whether a user needs a Tariff Diet, billmonitor.com takes into account their contract allowances
(inclusive minutes, data, texts, as well as free benefits e.g. unlimited landline calls, unlimited on-net calls)
together with the customer’s usage – going line-by-line through the customer's bill to analyse their usage as well
as any out-of-bundle costs they may have incurred.
In order to calculate how much an individual customer can save, billmonitor.com performs simultaneous
calculations as to how much that customer would spend if they were on each of the 7,468,828 mobile contracts
available online from the major networks and retailersvi in May 2012. This calculation takes into account not only
tariff and handset costs but also the costs for all usage – going line-by-line through the customer's bill to give a
'real bill' cost.
The calculation also includes a statistical model of the customer's future usage pattern to ensure the highest
confidence levels for the savings quoted. In addition, matching customers to the right contract fully accounted for
their stated preferences for handset, network and contract length when looking for a new contractvii.
Savings are defined as the difference between the cheapest contract identified by billmonitor.com using the
process outlined above and the customer's current bill as analysed by billmonitor.com. The national figures are
then obtained by scaling up to the 47m customers with mobile contracts in the UKviii.
For the vast majority of customers, their savings come from the difference in price between their new tariff and
their current tariff, therefore savings principally reflect the effect of optimising the user’s allowances for minutes,
data and texts to match the way they use their phone. However as savings calculations are made on a total bill
basis, for some users savings will include savings made on other services such as roaming or international calls.
Savings attributed to a Tariff Diet include all savings made by the user.

Terms of use
All of the content on billmonitor.com and in the billmonitor.com reports is owned by billmonitor.com and is
protected by UK and international copyright laws.
billmonitor.com grants – and encourages – the general public and the press the right to view, publish, post and
download the content for non-commercial use only.
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Any distribution, reprint or electronic reproduction of any content from billmonitor.com in whole or in part for any
other purpose, including for commercial use, is expressly prohibited without our prior written consent.

i

An example of customer preferences would be to specify a particular handset (eg. iPhone4S, Samsung Galaxy S III), any

handset or no handset (the customer prefers SIM-only) or to specify a 12-month contract on a particular network.
ii
ii April 2012, http://www.billmonitor.com/billmonitor-smartphone-data-report
April 2012, http://www.billmonitor.com/billmonitor-smartphone-data-report
iii

iv

v

Or their minimum text allowance is so high that a Texts Tariff Diet is not practical

Google/MMA/Ipsos June 2012 http://www.ourmobileplanet.com/en/

http://pressoffice.carphonewarehouse.com/news/item/uk_mobile_phone_deals_top_7_million/

vi Including O2, Orange, Vodafone, T-mobile, Three, Tesco Mobile, Carphone Warehouse, Phones4U, Mobiles.co.uk, Dial-APhone, e2Save.
vii Deals that don't match the customer's preferences (as entered in billmonitor.com) for handset, network, contract
duration, cashback deals and extras are excluded.
viii As referenced by Ofcom's Communication Market Report 2011, at the end of 2010 there were ~40M mobile contract
subscribers in the UK, with Contract subscribers growing quickly (20% YoY). billmonitor.com has conservatively assumed 47
million contract subscribers in June 2012.
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